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An Optimized Influencer Rating Model using a Joint Event and

Theme based Approach

ALI SROUR

ABSTRACT

The continuous development of social media platforms and exponential level of

users’ engagement are playing a key role in turning social media platforms into a

data source that is indispensable for understanding the behavior of people. Yet

this comes along with all types of challenges that needs efficient solutions and big

data analysis techniques to allow capturing the different dimensions evolving over

social media. Moreover, the importance of detecting influencers over social me-

dia platforms has become one of the most challenging research topics given that

influencers are at the core of decision-making strategies and leading events’ direc-

tions on Social Media. Generally, determining influencers can increase revenue

and utility; however, measuring the influence of users is essential for determining

influencers. Influencers should be credible, reliable, trustworthy, knowledgeable

in the domain being discussed and have a high impact that derives people’s opin-

ions and lead them towards the proper decisions. However, influencers might

play different roles when speaking about misinformation and conspiracy during

sensitive and trending event. While different techniques were developed to select

influencers over social networks, identifying influencers remains an evolving topic

due to the dynamic nature of the social media users and use in addition to their

extremely increasing growth which attracts high research interests across multi-

ple disciplines including data science, psychology, sociology, and different human

sciences all of which have been studying the topic from multiple angles. In this

thesis, we further aim at identifying influencers through proposing influence rates

calculation mechanism to find real and highly influential users at a certain event
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over Twitter using a mixed theme and event base approach with an emphasis of

maximizing accuracy calculation by integrating historical influence rates in addi-

tion to content and profiles reputation. We further apply our approach on a global

pandemic, the novel Coronavirus, and then we provide results and performance

analysis. Finally, we conclude our work by summarizing our major findings and

discussing future work.

Keywords

Theme-Event Approach, Social Network Analysis, Influence Rating, User Cred-

ibility, User Impact, User Reputation, Natural Language Processing, Big Data,

Data Science, Cloud Computing, Social Media, COVID-19, Infodemic.
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Chapter One

Introduction

Social media platforms have been one of the most prominent ways for connecting

people to each other, offering a medium over which information pertaining to

individual experiences and stories can be shared with the public. Further, social

media platforms are able to enhance the quality of lives of people as they offer

easy accessibility to information and provide social support. Users with different

backgrounds and ages can discuss trending topics, thoughts and initiatives and

hence, social media platforms are no longer only a hub for social interaction but

also a hub for sharing health information, market news and other type of infor-

mation. Further, social media platforms are distinguished with various features

and components which make them tailored for different purposes. For example,

Facebook is used for non-formal and social communication while Twitter is typ-

ically used for business and professional goals. This makes research firms and

organizations focus on developing different strategies for every platform to to

understand how users interact over it and to assess the reliability of information

being disseminated. Further, generated data by users over social media platforms

evolve in realtime being noisy, unstructured, and dynamic. Having such charac-

teristics impose serious challenges in front of data analysis techniques requiring

solutions with high accuracy and adaptability. Developed algorithms should be

able to remove redundancy and noise out of data being collected to have more

accurate results and should be customized to fit various problems.
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Moreover, news creation and consumption has been changing since the ad-

vent of social media. An estimated 2.95 billion people in 2019 used social media

worldwide. Most platforms are used to transmit relevant news, guidelines and

precautions to people. However, according to WHO, in the context of epidemics,

uncontrolled conspiracy theories and propaganda are spread faster than the pan-

demic events themselves, creating an infodemic and thus causing psychological

panic, misleading medical advises, and economic disruption. Accordingly, deter-

mining trusted sources is very essential to determine valid information. While

medical and research centers can provide major insights about the flow of a cer-

tain infectious disease, the opinions and discussions of users and particularly

influencers in pandemics are very essential to observe as it helps in determining

how users are being sociologically and psychologically affected during the occur-

rence of this event. Infectious diseases impose a serious health threat and affect

societies at a global scale. However, capturing this public unfiltered opinion in the

ocean of data available on social media presents a key challenge through which

fine-grained filtering and proper extraction should be made to detect influencers.

For this reason, in this thesis, we also present a case study that assess the im-

pact of credibility of users on Twitter during a major infectious disease outbreaks

COVID-19.

Further, influencers over social platforms are considered an important group

that can drive users’ opinion and convince them with certain topics. Predicting

election candidates, finding most influencers in a certain crisis, and predicting

event’s user influence ratios are very critical topics discussed nowadays. Identify-

ing and predicting influencers in social networks have many applications including

viral marketing [3], searching [4], and expert recommendation [5]. The ability of

influencers to spread information has been well studied on Twitter where influence

was used for different goals such as human mobility [6], rumor spreading [7] and

epidemiology [8] among others. Twitter has gained high popularity, and recently,

it has witnessed a spike in its number of users. Starting with eight million users

2



in 2009, this number has increased to reach more than 300 million in 2019 [9].

Twitter is characterized with its short messages limit and thus people tend to

focus on the reflecting their ideas as concisely as possible. This lead research or-

ganizations and digital agencies, with the current technological advancements, to

study Twitter data due to the various insights that can be derived including so-

cial and psychological behavior of people. The authors in [10] define three main

types of users on Twitter: information seeker, friends and information source.

While information seekers tend to search for knowledge and are typically less

active on Twitter, an information source has continuous activity and usually has

a huge number of followers. Business professionals and organizations use twitter

to market their ideas and products and increase their profits through attracting

the highest possible number of people interested. Being a free marketing service,

all organizations and agencies aim at devising innovative strategies to attract

user’s attention to their content and products. The problem of identification of

influencers and ranking them on Twitter is still under research and development.

The quantitative assessment of influencers is considered a key challenge whereby

different solutions and approaches are being proposed. For instance, predict-

ing influencers in micro-blogging e-crimes requires measurements that accurately

capture this influence and does not tolerate errors. The definition of influence

varies from one context to another; for instance, the influence of a user can be

defined as the user’s capacity to influence others with his/her opinion, and it

also can be defined as the ability of a user to spread a certain message to others

that he/she typically interacts with them [11]. While detecting influencers in a

social network can be approached at a global or a general level, in this thesis, we

focus on providing a solution that discovers influencers in particular events with

the objective of jointly maximizing accuracy and minimizing irrelevance. Our

suggested model combines multiple influence ratio calculations to achieve this

objective. We define an event as an incident that occurs in a certain time frame

and specified location that lead users to tweet and initiate various hashtags and
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trends while the event is ongoing. We further propose a second step to verify our

main approach through which we aim at maximizing reputation of our selected

list of influencers.

1.1 Motivation and Problem Statement

The recent technological advancements (e.g cloud computing, machine learning,

natural language processing etc. ) are extending the capabilities of social media

platforms to support massive number of users while offering smart services and

accordingly, turning social media platforms to an attractive source of data with

variety of topics generated by users with different profiles and ages. Analyzing

such data can present a key enabler for driving essential information about users

interests and thus generally provisioning goals that achieve higher utility. How-

ever, this comes with all types of challenges as deriving significant information

within a certain context necessitates careful examination for data collection, pro-

cessing and developing solid methodology that critically assess the data available

and addresses the given problem with the maximum possible accuracy. For this

reason, after finding that the accuracy of identifying the real event influencers

will help in re-orienting and managing the spread of a possible misleading con-

tent and misinformation different countermeasures by analyzing the impact of

social networks in global event like COVID-19, we extend on this study to pro-

vide an influence based approach for influencers identification and rating over

Twitter events.

1.2 Methodology and Contributions

Our suggested approach entails selection of influencers and assessing their level

of influence based on two main contexts: theme and event. We aim at captur-

ing all event influencers and at the same time all theme influencers (for similar

time, location, and sample size criteria) and then correlating and analyzing his-
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torical influence and other attributes for our selected event influencers to obtain

maximum accuracy. The first step in our approach aims at calculating influencers

ratings and then selecting those influencers in the context of an event while jointly

maximizing accuracy and minimizing irrelevance by joining similar calculations

and findings about the selected theme that the event belongs to. In the second

step, we aim at selecting, out of the resulting selected list of influencers in the

first step, the set of influencers while maximizing their reputations by analysing

their content and profiles credibility and impact. Thus we measure the influence

of each user from multiple angles and using a combination of influence ratios to

achieve the aforementioned objectives.

We summarize our main contributions as follows:

• Using twenty two different data points and 12 calculated ratios to calculate

the Event’s Influence Rate and calculate users’ historical influence rates to

maximize the influence rates calculations of a certain event on Twitter.

• Using Lexicon-based approach to measure both content and profile credibil-

ity of a selected list of influencers based on their profiles and their tweeting

activities.

• Optimizing the accuracy of influence rating through a Joint Theme and

Event based Model and then disregard and eliminate Event based irrelevant

users using content analysis. Further, we combine popularity and reputation

based influence ratio through a Joint Theme and Event base Model

• Elaborating Both computing and non-computing findings, implications, so-

cial networks management strategies and research directions supported with

thorough literature review for a field to become of great importance in the

near future

5



1.3 Thesis Organization

This thesis consists of 5 chapters. In chapter 2, we introduce background infor-

mation important for understanding the rest of our work and we illustrate the

different proposed approaches and a wide literature review about both impact of

social networks and event influence rating on Twitter. In chapter 3, we discuss our

proposed approach and its corresponding components in addition to illustrating

the mathematical models and the optimization problems. Chapter 4 explains the

detailed implementation steps and analysis results, in addition to discussing the

experimental results and proving the approach accuracy. And finally, in chap-

ter 5 we conclude the whole work and we explain some of the possible future

enhancement and directions. Portions of this thesis have been published in [12].
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Chapter Two

Background and Literature

Review

2.1 Background

2.1.1 Twitter API

Twitter provides two publicly available types of Application Programming In-

terfaces (API) for developers that allows access to collect data from the social

network. In this section, we describe each available type as follows:

API REST

API REST allows developers to use simple HTTP primitives (e.g. GET, POST)

to read and write Twitter data [13]. For example, we can using GET issue a query

and obtain the response to this query over Twitter in JSON format. However,

API REST limits the number of times each request done within a certain range of

time using working windows and tokens. Thus a developer can initiate requests

according to the amount of tokens allowed for this type of request and wait until

the second working window starts to start again with the same amount of tokens

limit to initiate requests. Hence, representing a full social network can take a

long time and this presents an important limitation of the API REST.
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Streaming API

The Streaming API offers developers accessibility to the overall flow of tweets

and events in real time (e.g. deletions, replies) [14]. The Streaming API allows

developers to establish a connection that supports continuous data streaming

along with multiple filters that customize collections to the developer’s prefer-

ences. However, since 2012, new updates on API allowed restricted access to

data, offering other amount of data for a certain profit.

2.1.2 Python Scripting

Python scripting involves developing a collection of commands to be executed.

Unlike usual written programs, this script is typically contains a set of functions

and modules which is run using command line or from within a Python interactive

shell to perform a specific task [15].

2.1.3 Google Cloud Platform

Google Cloud Platform (GCP) 1 is a cloud solution developed by google that offers

different products for developers to build various types of programs including

websites, distributed applications and others [16]. GCP provides these services on

the same internal infrastructure used for hosting Google main end-user solutions

such as Google Search. Being reliable, different companies has been hosting their

development solutions on GCP including Spotify, Airbus and The New York

Times among others.

GCP offers a set of physical assets (e.g., processors, hard disks) and virtual re-

sources (e.g., virtual machines, kubernetes instances) which are hosted in Google’s

data centers in multiple regions and zones. Further, Google offers through GCP

more than 90 products categorized into nine groups:

• Compute: which offers multiple technologies for execution and computation

1https://cloud.google.com/
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intensive tasks.

• Storage and Databases: which provides storage resources with customized

sizes ranging from data for small businesses to large business

• Networking: which supports connecting virtual instances to each other over

cloud using different technologies including Virtual Private Cloud (VPC)

network and cloud balancing tools.

• Big Data: which offers data storage, processing, and analytics on a more

scalable, flexible, cost-effective which are essential when data volumes grows

exponentially.

• Cloud AI: which aims at providing a code-based data science development

environment that allows data scientists work the full project from start to

end over cloud.

• Management Tools: which focuses on simplifying the work over the cloud

through allowing developers to specify all needed resources in a declarative

format supporting mobile applications that enables close monitoring of work

and cost incurred by developed work.

• Identity and Security: which offers a platform for securely managing iden-

tity, access, application and endpoints over cloud.

• IoT: which provides a set of utilities that enable connecting, processing,

storing and analyzing data in the edge and cloud offering an integrated

software stack with machine learning capabilities and scalable cloud ser-

vices.

• API Platform: which offers a wide range of APIs pertaining to storage,

machine-learning API and other tools that can be added to every project

when needed.

9



2.1.4 Data Analysis Techniques

In this section, we provide key concepts about some important data analysis

techniques and methodologies that are used through our work:

Content Analysis

Content Analysis is a methodology that aims at compressing themes, paragraphs,

and semantics into fewer content categories based on some rules and identify and

eventually identify findings. Scientists analyze the meanings of these words using

frequencies and relationships to derive better inferences about them. Content

analysis can be used for multiple goals: 1) identify intentions and trends of a

certain group of users 2) determine emotional and psychological state of users 3)

analyze patterns in the communicated content and 4) understand the responses

of users towards certain topics.

One of the main approaches to apply content analysis is to analyze most

frequent words and keyword frequencies and derive the proper conclusions based

on this type of information [17]. Generally, accurate approaches exclude stop

words, word variations and other types of words that increases the margin of error

and confuse the proposed models. Further, Lexicons with the same meaning and

synonyms terms are mapped to the same semantic concept in order to depict the

actual content meaning with higher accuracy.

Social Network Analysis

Social Network Analysis (SNA) is defined as applying different network theo-

ries to study social relationships over social networks. Users represent nodes in

the network and they are connected with edges that resemble relationships (e.g

friends). Different SNA approaches are being used to study the interactions be-

tween nodes and examining the relationships between these entities. SNA has

been used for multiple research areas including: influence propagation, expert

finding, link perdiction, community or group detection, recommender systems,

10



predicting trust and distrust between users, behavior analysis and opinion min-

ing [18]. Figure 1 depicts an example on how social network analysis maps and

measures relationships flows between people, groups, or organizations. This can

allow better understanding of communities and identify the major characteristics

for each group. Different metrics are used to assess these relationships among

people including: degree centrality, betweenness centrality, closeness centrality,

network centralization, network reach and network integration.

Figure 1: Example of a Social Network [1]

Ontology

Ontologies are defined as a set of relationships and descriptions associated with

a certain field. An ontology depicts the taxonomy related to a theme or topic.

Building ontologies require extracting the proper terminology related to a certain

domain, depicting concepts and learning the non-texonomic relations and rules.

An ontology defines the knowledge about a certain domain by presenting a set

of vocabulary and terms that are usually shared in the context of this domain.

An ontology is built of two main components i) a set of classes that defines ideas

about the selected domain and ii) a set of relationships between these classes.

11



There are four key components that comprise an ontology: classes, properties,

restrictions, and individuals [19].

• A class depicts a concept in a certain domain. For instantce, both Pizza

and Toppings are example on classess in the figure below 2. As the figure

shows, each class can have subclasses that usually belong to this class but

have additional information and attributes. This relationship is represented

using a directed edge between class and sub-class nodes. For instance,

MushroomPizza is a sub-class that belongs to class Pizza.

• The property defines the relationship between two given classes [2]. For

example, Pizza and Topping classes are related through hasTopping which

illustrates the type of relationships between them.

• Since a class may have some constraints that are needed, a restriction specify

the set of rules imposed by a certain class. The example in fig. 2 shows

restrictions imposed by Mashroom that should be satisfied to be done: 1) it

should hasTopping[some] Mushroom and 2) hasTopping[some] Mozzerella.

• An individual is an instance of a given class. Usually, individuals belonging

to a certain class would have the same properties and restrictions.

Figure 2: Example of an Ontology [2]

12



Sentiment Analysis

Sentiment Analysis or opinion mining is a branch of Natural Language Processing

(NLP) which focuses on analyzing user’s text to predict its sentiment. Sentiment

analysis over social media is being a highly demanded task. For example, compa-

nies are interested in determining people’s reactions over social media regarding

their products and accordingly, they tend to customize their products based on

users’ sentiment.

Natural Language Processing (NLP)

Natural Language Processing (NLP), or computational linguistics, aims at us-

ing computational models to help computers understand human languages. Key

applications that uses NLP solutions to solve problems includes translation of

text from one language to another, automatic replies on asked questions, and

spelling correction and grammar checking. NLP combines machine learning and

linguistics to solve such problems.

NLP is data-driven and thus the data chosen can greatly challenge the ef-

fectiveness of NLP methodologies. Further, building the datasets incorporates

defining the problem to be solved and the appropriate measurements to be taken.

Another important challenge that NLP faces is developing models that can under-

stand words in variable situations as each word, despite having a unique meaning,

differ in its meaning from one context to another making it ambiguous to under-

stand at different levels. [20]

2.1.5 Calculation Metrics

In this section, we will define the term ”Accuracy” which is the main metrics of

our work.
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Accuracy

The term accuracy in social media influence rating is related to the result of a

mathematical or arithmetic calculation for users influence rates. We can describe

the approach that is used to measure and calculate users influence rates as accu-

rate or non-accurate, and we can also give an accuracy threshold or percentage

based on the result’s correctness. The lower the result’s error margin, the higher

the accuracy of the used approach. Moreover, to maximize the accuracy of find-

ing influencers in a social media event, that means we need to find the actual

event influencers based on a different approach and mathematical model that

can reduce the gab between the user’s calculated influence rates and their actual

influence. Finally, influence rating accuracy can be clearly defined as the level of

match between a user’s given influence rate and his actual influence value.

2.1.6 User Social Metrics

A user is considered a key driver in social media platforms and hence, studying

user’s behavior entails a set of metrics that define this behavior. In this section,

we describe important social related metrics to users as follows:

Reputation

Reputation can be defined as an attitude constructed on two main components:

an emotional component and a rational component [21]. Reputation is used

for different purposes on Twitter, such as political activities, human mobility and

epidemiology, among others. Reputation management has been helping in under-

standing reputation on social media as they capture feedback of users analyzing

multiple metrics [22].

Influence

Influence can be generally defined as the effect induced by a certain person on the

ideas, thoughts or behavior of other people [23]. In the context of social media
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platforms, various definitions for influence has been defined and measured in

research [24]. In this thesis, influence as the effect induced by a user on other users

that cause the propagation of ideas, thoughts and behavior over societies [25].

Katz at al. [26] explain that influencers are able to produce, using word-of-mouth,

a chain-reaction of influence resulting in high reach.

Credibility

Credibility can be defined as trustworthiness and inherent persuasiveness. Uti-

lizing credible sources and information over social media is essential for deriving

accurate conclusions. However, evaluating credibility is a challenging problem

sometimes users are not well known and thus no guarantees or responsibilities

about the content. Twitter provides the username as the only information about

this source of information and thus this profile may be a fake profile generating

false information. Other accounts are verified accounts and refer to legitimate

source that is authoring the account’s tweets 2. However, this is only a small

group of users whose accounts are verified. Hence, measuring the credibility of a

certain social media user is essential to depict the credibility of the given piece

of information. Different levels of credibility are defined and various research

interests are being explored to measure credibility for every level:

• Post Credibility: which defines whether a certain post represent relevant

and accurate information about a specific topic [27].

• User Credibility: which quantifies the reliability of a certain user and is

typically associated with a certain score [28].

• Topic Credibility: which corresponds to the acceptance of a certain topic

or event [29].

2https://twitter.com/verified
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2.2 Literature Review

In this section, we provide a literature review in relation to influence maximization

and highlight the different approaches proposed. In addition to a literature review

about the different techniques used to measure the impact of social network in

public event on Twitter.

2.2.1 Spam and Misleading Posts Detection

To detect spam users in social networks, it is required to first analyze message

content [30–35]. However, many approaches enhance their calculations by further

analysing user profiles and connections [36]. In [37], the authors detected spam

users using a semi-supervised method by investigating tweets’ contents and clas-

sifying maliciousness levels. While, The authors of [38] used URLs and domain

names specified in the user profiles in order to classify and measure their potential

maliciousness. Similarly, Lee at al. [39] proposed a real-time approach to detect

redundant URLs. In addition, Guille et al. [40] in his approach, took the advan-

tage of URLs being reused to spot any malicious intent. Amleshwaram et al. [41]

distinguished spam users using a supervised model by measuring hyperlinks and

other URLs features. Moreover, authors of [42] proposed a classification approach

to classify users between promoters, spammer and legitimated from their pub-

lished content (especially videos). Using supervised machine learning on top of

manually selected and studied users, some authors were able to classify spam and

malicious users. SHEN et al. [43] in his approach, tried to classify users based on

their tweets content by analysing their behaviors. However, for a large datasets

and thus potential large error margins, it is important to say that manual work is

a must when it comes to feeding all the mentioned supervised and semi-supervised

learning algorithms.

In [44], authors were able to select influencers based on some extracted fea-

tures from their activity for a period of six months including but not limited

to: active days and times and actual retweet delay in addition to other tweets
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and user profile meta data like followers and followees. The mentioned authors

applied four different algorithms (Bagging, Random Forest, Extra Trees, and

Voting) in order to analyze and classify tweets and users. While, authors of [45]

propose a method to predict election results using Twitter through extracting

sentimental information and content sentiment analysis to predict the popularity

of candidates. The authors then propose another approach in [46] to predict elec-

tion results through calculating their popularity using content sentiment analysis

based on tweets content terms weighting approach. In [47], the authors aim at

finding tweets popularity based on time warping and sequence clustering algo-

rithm using retweets and replies. Tweets are divided into time-based groups and

then the popularity of each tweet post is calculated using sequential clustering.

The centroids of each cluster are depicted using the Barycenter for every cluster.

These centroids are utilized to generate popularity profile templates and then

those templates are used in assessing new tweets. The authors in [48] explore

the most important features in tweets that relates to financial popularity and

develop a prediction model was created using binary logistic regression. They

calculate popularity ratio for each tweet based on a descriptive analysis list for

all tweets like (number of retweeted tweets over all tweets, number of liked tweets

over all tweets, and so on) and calculate mean values for popular and non-popular

tweets. In [49], the authors propose a sentiment analysis based approach to cal-

culate the reputation of tweets and users using collected Saudi tweets in Twitter.

The authors propose an Arabic Dataset Saudi dialect lexicon to detect the polar-

ity of tweets and then use beta probability density functions to derive reputation

scores. The authors in [50] propose a ranking mechanism based on social user

communications and activity.
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2.2.2 User-Centered and Content-Based Reputation and

Credibility Analysis

In addition to finding spam and malicious users, many authors work on sorting

and ranking users based on their influence ratios by using different techniques

and approaches based on two major categories: focusing on tweets content in

order to calculate and allocate reputation level using ML techniques [51], [52],

[53], while the other set of approaches focused on the network analysis of each

users’ graph network to assess their level of influence [54], [55], [52]. But at the

same time, some authors provided a mix between the two mentioned categories

or sets of approach targeting higher accuracy. Following are some highlights

from the mentioned approaches. Jain et al. [56] used a kind of graph theory

algorithm in order to score users based on their centrality in order to classify and

identify universal leaders opinions in later stages. But in terms of social distancin,

authors of [57] provided an important analysis on how this can affect trust and

trustworthiness among users. Mohammadinejad et al. [58] in his article presented

a framework derives the users’ influence levels from their analysed personalities.

The authors of. [59] identified user behaviors based on their frequent activities,

and then scoring their credibility. However, Wang et al. [60] correlated tweets

credibility to user profiles. In addition to that, Tsikerdekis et al. [61] highlighted

more important user habits or actions like creating multiple accounts. Also,

Ahmad et al. [62] article presented a survey on different approaches used for

detecting social networks rumors. Buzz et al. [63] in his article, used sentiment

analysis for Arabic language tweets in order to classify content and users based

on their sentiment score. While, Alrubaian et al. [64] deduced user credibility in

order to measure the level of fake and malicious news spreading.

2.2.3 Influence Ranking in Social Networks

Influence detection in events and public conversations has become one of the most

challenging research direction in the field of Social Network Analysis especially in
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Twitter event. But finding influencers and ranking users based on their influence

ratio can be done using different methods and techniques. Authors in [65], [66],

[67–70] found that user meta data like number of followers, number of tweets,

and number of followees in addition to tweets meta data like retweet and favorite

counts are enough to find users influence ratios. On the other hand, authors

in [71] rank user influence based on their actual relationships. While [72] links

users influence with their social activity during the selected event. The authors

of [73] calculated a potential social networking ratio (SNP) for each user in among

a number of most popular Twitter accounts in Austria using their accounts meta

data like followers and followees counts. While Bakshy, Eytan et. al [74] used

diffusion trees techniques in order to calculate the influence ratios of users whom

their tweets has URLs by calculating the reach of those URLs in other platforms.

In [75], M. Anjaria and R. M. R Guddeti used Incremental Learning algorithms

with NLTK sentiment analysis to predict the presidential elections in the US.

While other authors such as in [76] classified and categorized users into four

influence levels categories based on their interactions and activities. In [77], Y.

Mei, Y. Zhong and J. Yand in order to calculate the popularity for each user, they

used eight data points in addition to NewFollowers and NewMentions features

to find the top hundred users in Australia. Riquelmea et al. [51] targeted the

propagation ratios of users’ tweets using two different linear centrality approaches.

Similarly, Li et al. [78] proposed an eigenvector centrality based approach to

measure users’ influence rate as well. Lahuerta-Otero et al. [79] applied behavioral

analysis techniques among special kind of twitter users in which those techniques

can increase user’s influence ratios. However, Sharma et.al [80] proposed a novel

approach that combines users tweets and their trend scores in order to elect

potential influence ratios. Moreover, Huynh et al [81] focused on analysing tweets

tags and their correlation with the speed of their propagation.
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2.2.4 Impact of Social Networks

The authors in [82] highlight that existing semantic textual similarity (STS)

datasets and models fail to provide good performance results to specific domains

such as COVID-19. They introduce CORD19STS dataset which includes 13,710

annotated sentence pairs collected from COVID-19 open research dataset chal-

lenge and then generate one million sentence pairs out of them. Further, the

authors use a finetuned BERT-like model, Sen-SCI-CORD19-BERT, to create a

balanced dataset with a total of 32K sentence pairs. The authors in [83] propose

COVID-Twitter-BERT (CT-BERT), a transformer-based model, pretrained on

a large corpus of Twitter messages on the topic of COVID-19. The proposed

model is compared with other transformer-based models showing better perfor-

mance and can be used for COVID related natural language processing tasks,

including classification and question-answering. The authors in [84] study the

diffusion of COVID-19 related information using massive data analysis on Twit-

ter, Instagram, YouTube, Reddit and Gab. They analyze engagement and inter-

est of users in COVID-19 topic and then deferentially assess the progress of the

discourse on a global scale for each platform and their users. The authors trace

different volumes of misinformation in each platform and then provide platform-

based results about rumors’ amplification. In [85], the author study 43.3M En-

glish tweets about COVID-19 and conclude that humans were mostly focusing

on public health concerns while bots were used to promote political conspiracies

in the United States. The authors in [86] estimate low credibility information

on Twitter during the outbreak, and the role of bots in spreading this type of

information based on content analysis. Similar to [85], the authors conclude the

role of social bots posting and amplifying low credibility information while the

majority of generated data is by humans. The authors in [87] aim to explore

evolving discourse about COVID-19 pandemic using Natural Language Process-

ing, Text Mining, and Network Analysis. The authors identify most common

responses to the pandemic and the evolution of information and misinformation
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over Twitter and then analyze how each COVID-19 topic was changing with time.

A dataset of tweets is presented from all over the world is collected in multiple

languages at the time when the total number of COVID-19 cases reported was

below 600 worldwide. The authors in [88] curate a set of 1000 day-scale time

series of 1-grams across 24 languages on Twitter and derive some conclusions

including a comparison to numbers of confirmed deaths due to COVID-19 over

time. The authors then host a time series on Github with daily updates with the

aim of help researchers in their analysis and investigations. The authors in [89]

propose a methodology that aims at understanding conversations about COVID-

19 through examining discussed themes related to COVID-19 taking place on

Twitter and relating each theme to other information regardless of their quality

through shared URL links. The authors depict a spatio-temporal relationship be-

tween the flow of information and new revealed cases of COVID-19. In [90], the

authors propose Weighted Correlated Influence (WCI) approach which combines

the relative impact of timeline-based and trend-specific features of social media

users. The proposed approach merges both the profile activity and underlying

network topology to calculate the influence score for each user. The authors dif-

ferent trends related to COVID-19 over Twitter to generate their results. In [91],

the authors identify information influencers during the COVID-19 pandemic and

present analysis over a dataset of collected Arabic tweets during the COVID-19

pandemic. The study uses the network topology to identify influencers during the

month of March, 2020 and then implement both HITS and PageRank algorithms

to analyze and compare the ranking among users. The results show that both

HITS and PageRank algorithms have 40% similar influencers. The authors in [92]

aim to identify the main topics posted by Twitter users related to the COVID-

19 pandemic. The authors identify 12 topics related to COVID-19 composed of

four main themes: the origin of the virus; the multiple sources of the virus; the

impact of the virus on people, countries, and the economy; and the possible ways

to mitigate the risk of being infected.
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Chapter Three

A Proposed Influencer Rating

Model over Twitter Social Media

Platform

3.1 Introduction

Social media platforms are playing a major role in spreading information, thoughts,

and discussions among users. Being supported by various devices with different

computing and storage resources, people are able to communicate to each other

at anytime and place making it an active and real-time hub for different topics

and events. Social media platforms have also attracted users with different back-

grounds to talk in any scope of interest; for example, average citizens started to

discuss different ideas and thoughts about political decisions [93]. This intercon-

nectedness between users has triggered dynamic changes in societies as people

form and share opinions over social media [94]. The age of ideas however varies

from one context to another; some ideas appear and then die quickly while oth-

ers amplify and remain existing. However, understanding the reason behind the

adoption of certain ideas necessitates determining the key aspects that affect the

behavior of users, one which is influencers in those social networks. Social me-

dia influencers have a key impact on the interaction of users and directing their
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attention towards some topics. In fact, organizations have been leveraging this

group when preparing for any public relations plan [95]. People may change their

original opinions according to the opinion of their influencer due to his/her credi-

bility [96]. Influencers may promote a certain brand for an organization’s in order

to maximize its popularity and revenue, post case studies related to health and

medicine or discuss sociological and economical information. However, some-

times, influencers may lead to a great loss as they may pass false information

and fake news which consequently decrease their influence. Hence, it is very im-

portant to select influencers that may achieve the highest levels of impact and

effectively shape communities. However, identifying the most relevant influencers

over social media platforms is coupled with various challenges. First, detecting

influencers in a social network necessitates a scalable and big data solution that

captures the increasing volume of social network interactions generated by the

massive amount of users. Second, the variety of themes and events discussed over

social media requires data mining techniques that captures the influencers evolv-

ing within a certain event. Third, the volatile relations and ratings for each user

is also a key challenges as influencers may change with time and thus solutions

should consider the dynamic nature of user profiles. Finally, the veracity and

reliability of data posted by users is of key importance to consider when detect-

ing influencers. Thus, selecting influencers entails various metrics including but

not limited to users tweets, followers, meta data and profile among others. The

term influencer has indeed encompassed different meaning based on its defini-

tions. For instance, an influencer is considered as a user with a powerful network,

extreme activity and significant impact [97]. Further, other work consider influ-

encers as users with large number of followers while others define them as users

with extreme prolific blogs [98]. Hence, there is no agreement on the definition

of an influencer. Defining influence remains an emerging topic through which

different influence measurements are offered and contributed. Now to realize the

importance of influencers on social media with massive number of users, selecting
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influencers should be limited to a certain context or event in order to achieve

the needed goal for the correct groups of audience. However, a critical aspect of

this selection is considering the different underlying metrics that maximizes the

relevance of selected influencers. While most influencer rating algorithms and

approaches are built on top of well-known metrics such as users metadata (i.e.

Number of Followers, Number of Tweets, ..) to calculate their influence ratios,

adopting these metrics may fail when selecting influencers in events, as a user

can be the most followed one in the country but is not involved in this particular

event and hence, considering such metrics that depicts this types of influencers

in the overall influence calculation decreases the accuracy and hinders captur-

ing the actual influencers in this event. Further, measuring influence depending

only on the number of followers may be misleading as followers can be associated

with spammers or fake accounts. While some assumptions may claim that an

influential user is the mostly-connected person, different work showed that this

claim can not be generalized [99]. For example, the authors in [100] showed that

people usually gain influence on certain topics such as sports and politics but

not on a global scale. Hence, a thorough and quantitative analysis that considers

the network and user specific metrics are needed to detect the most influential

people during a certain event. This result leads us to explore more on topical

authorities. Our proposed approach considers two different activity dimensions

for users and their tweets, in other words, covering tweets and their meta data

in the first hand, and users with their networks and other meta data in the other

hand. In our work, influence maximization based on reputation is also introduced

to increase the accuracy and verify the joint theme and event based models.

With more than 300 million active users per month, Twitter has become an

attractive platform for organizations and individuals with strong political, social

and economic interest and seek enhancing their popularity and reputation. For

this reason, we propose a joint theme and event model with the objective of

maximizing the influencers ratio and obtaining the most accurate influencers in
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a certain event on Twitter. Our novel methodology is based on multiple factors

encapsulated within different influence ratio calculations that aim at defining the

influence score for every user. This strategies applied allow us to select top k

most influential users involved in a certain event. The influence ratio calculations

are modeled on a joint event and theme basis to select most influential users

involved in a certain event. Our main contributions underlay in capturing the

productivity and activity of users’ under time and place constraints which define

the event being under our study to find top influencer. Our proposed model uses

12 calculated ratios to derive the user-event influence rate and and then maps it

with users’ historical influence rate with the objective of optimizing the accuracy

of influence rating. We use various user specific data points and network features

and the we apply a joint theme and event based model to derive the corresponding

influencers in specified event. The outcomes of this approach are verified and

validated using a second layered reputation based approach. First, by calculating

potential influence for all Twitter users in the selected event from different stand

points (i.e. event based and theme based), we seek to empirically list the set of

influencers available jointly at theme level and event levels. The user influence

combines different influence scores that assess engagement of user in this event

and community through weighted distribution that captures the importance of

each ratio. This ratios can be easily calculated and exploits user and tweet levels

to find out influence. Further, a case study is conducted where we apply our

approach on a sample of users and their corresponding tweets during COVID-19

pandemic and we then provide performance analysis to users.

We list our main contributions in the following:

• The proposed approach integrates user data, tweets, user and tweets meta-

data, and network features in order to identify event based influencers en-

hancing the performance in comparison with other approaches.

• We propose a joint theme and event based approach for influencers with the

objective of maximizing accuracy and minimizing irrelevance. We follow
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this step with a second step that targets maximizing reputation of the

selected list of influencers by measuring both popularity and credibility of

both user profiles and tweets within and before the event.

• We provide a case study related to COVID-19 using the proposed approach

of ranking.

• Our proposed approach can be further extended to include new features

due to its low-level complexity. It also can be applied on any event with its

corresponding chosen theme.

The remainder of the work in this chapter is organized as follows. A full

approach diagram and flowchart is shown in section 3.2. We draw an analysis

roadmap in the section 3.3. In section 3.4, we define the main problem and then

discuss the proposed methodology. After that, we write a conclusion for what we

have done in this chapter in section 3.5

3.2 Approach Overview

After selecting a specif event on Twitter, our approach can be used to find top

influencers for the mentioned event. By mixing influence calculations about both

the selected event with its corresponding location and timeframe and the topic

or the theme that this exact event derived from (Super Category) with the same

location and timeframe, our approach can run simultaneously between both lev-

els and in parallel to maximize the accuracy of finding the real and the most

influential users for the selected event. In addition, adding a layer of reputation

maximization is a major enhancement and contribution that can improve the

final rating results using text analysis technique for both credibility and impact

measurements and findings. Figure 3 shows the whole approach in one flowchart

describing all implementation and analysis steps and headlines. Figure 4 shows a

flowchart of the topic selection and data collection mechanism. More details are

illustrated in section 3.3.
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Figure 3: A flowchart that shows the steps of our proposed influence rating and
identification methodology
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Figure 4: Topic Selection, Data Collection and Content Labeling Methodology
Flowchart

3.3 Analysis Roadmap

In this section, we will state the analysis roadmap as a list of all approach analysis

steps shown in Figure 3 that their results will be illustrated in details in Chapter 4

(Given that the datasets are already collected, cleaned and prepared for analysis

for both event and theme):

1. Engagement Calculation: Calculate the Engagement Rate of all users of the

selected event (the sample that we have previously selected)

2. Event Influencers Selection: Select the top 1000 event influencers based on

the calculated Engagement rates

3. Theme Influencers Selection: Sort and select the top 1000 influencers from
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among the Theme users dataset based on their number of followers

4. Event Influence Rate Calculation: Calculate and sort Event Influence Rate

for the selected 1000 event users

5. Theme General Influence Rate Calculation: Calculate and sort Theme Gen-

eral Influence Rate for the selected 1000 theme users

6. Event/Theme Influencers Classification: Classify both event and theme

influencers lists into Master, General, and Micro influence categories

7. Event Influence Rating Maximization: Maximize Influence Rate calculation

by combining both Event and Theme results (finding those event influencers

who have general influence)

8. Event Influence Irrelevance Minimization: Minimize irrelevance by re-arranging

users in both event and theme influencers lists who might appear as spam,

malicious, or blacklisted ones

9. Event/Theme Activity Calculation: Calculate and differentiate activity ra-

tios for both event and theme influencers

10. Event Influencers Credibility Aggregation: Find credibility aggregations for

event influencers based on their profiles, tweets, and type

11. Joint Influencers Selection for Reputation: Select top 100 influencers from

the joint result of theme and event influencers/users lists

12. Influencers Impact and Profile Credibility Measurement: Calculate the im-

pact and profile credibility ratios for the selected 100 influencers based on

their profile biographies

13. Influencers General Impact and Content Credibility Measurement: Calcu-

late the general impact and content credibility ratios for the selected 100

influencers based on their historical activity
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14. Influencers Reputation Calculation: Calculate the influencers reputation

rate and the general reputation rate for the selected 100 influencers

15. Influencers Reputation Maximization: Combine the previously calculated

rates to maximize the reputation rate for the selected 100 influencers

16. Influencers Sorting: Sort and display the result of the maximized reputation

rates

17. Influencers Exported List: The result shows the top 100 influencers in the

selected event using the joint approach model and methodology

3.4 Joint Theme and Event Model for Maximiz-

ing the Influence Ratio Prediction

Given a set of users U with corresponding tweets T , followers F , and followees

Fe, select the influential list of users Lu ∈ U that maximizes the accuracy ACC

and reputation REP of each influencer u ∈ U .

In this work, our objective is to maximize: 1) the accuracy ACC achieved

for each influencer 2) the reputation REP obtained for each influencer based on

joint theme and event based models:

maximize(ACC) + (REP ) (3.1)

Our proposed methodology is depicted in Fig.3. We consider a sample of users

U engaging in a certain event and we are interested in identifying influencers

evolving in this event. We assume that the events relate to a certain country

and hence, we constrain the sample of users to one country. Our aim is to rank

this sample of users to get the most influential users among them. To achieve

this goal, we use a joint theme and event based approaches for ranking the given

sample of users. While the event based approach aims at rating the influence of
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each user, the theme based approach gets general list of influencers and apply

classification algorithm to get general influencers. We account for irrelevance in

terms of spam accounts and we try to eliminate irrelevance as much as possible.

We further optimize the list of influencers, crossed between both approaches, to

get the over list of influencers Lt
e. We then optimize the reputation of those

influencers through selecting top influencers in Lt
e and applying a reputation

based approach as a second step to validate and enhance the output of list of

influencers. Our problem is composed of two main steps 1 and 2 through which

we maximize the accuracy ACC for each influencer and then optimize according

to the reputation REP objective. We use both event and theme model to depict

the list of influencers. To achieve this objective, we jointly study a theme and

event based selection models with different influence rate calculations. Obviously,

the theme and event should relate to each other as this is critically important

in order to achieve the aforementioned objective. We should note that the same

sample of users should be used for this joint approach. We further discuss the

aforementioned objective in the following:

3.4.1 Accuracy Maximization

We aim at maximizing the accuracy for each selected influencer in a certain

event. We define our objective of accuracy maximization in terms of influence

rate INR and irrelevance IRR where we aim at maximizing the influence rate

while minimizing the irrelevance as follows:

maxIRC(ACC) = max(INR) +MIN(IRR) (3.2)

To achieve the aforementioned objective, we follow a joint approach composed

of two main components: 1) Theme based Model 2) Event based Model. While

theme-based selection strategy focuses on obtaining influencers with general and

historical perspective in this theme, the event-based selection strategy aims at ob-
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taining influencers particulary related to this special event using multiple metrics.

We further describe the steps of each model in what follows:

1) Theme General Influence Rate Calculations: After fetching the sample of

users U to using Twitter API, we aim at identifying general influencers with at

least 1000 followers within the given theme. Our general influence rate GIR

model entails the historical influence achieved for each influencer as follows:

GIR = w1(FFr) + w2(Tcr) ∀w ∈ [0, 1]
2∑

i=1

wi = 1 (3.3)

where FFr corresponds to the followers followee rate and Tcr corresponds to the

Tweet count rate. Due to the generality of this approach, multiple influential users

with different backgrounds and roles are obtained within the given theme. As a

result, we apply bagging algorithm in order to classify this list of influencers into

different groups (Micro, General, Master). Our general influence classification

criteria is as follows:

C(GIR) =


Cmic = 26 < GIRm

u=n < 50

CGen = 51 < GIRm
u=n < 75, where1 ≤ n ≤ m

CMas = 76 < GIRm
u=n < 100

The list of influencers Lt is then obtained for this theme.

Figure 5: Venn diagram of the multiple measures that the UIR consists of: User
Meta, User Presence, and Tweets Meta

2) Event Influence Rate Approach: The goal of event-based model is to select
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the list of influencers Le with the highest influence in a certain event. Fig. 5 de-

picts the different components of this approach and shows the general importance

of each component. However, the weights may differ from one event to another.

User-centric measures are of key importance as they essentially help in defining

user’s engagement. We define two types of user-centric measures: User Meta Rate

(UMR) which is expressed in terms of time, number of followers and followees

and User Presence Engagement Rate (UPER) which captures the engagement of

user in this particular event in terms of tweeting frequency and duration. Hence,

for the same sample of users u, we aim at detecting the set of users u that are

mostly engaging in this particular event who may not have been influencers at

a previous stage before this event. We fetch all necessary data corresponding

to tweets, users and meta and then filter this data according to a certain tweet

cutoff.

We calculate UMR, UPER, and UTMR as follows:

i) User Meta Rate (UMR): While analyzing the content of the tweets play an

important role in understanding the influence of users, it also very important

to capture other related metrics pertaining to the user him self to better as-

sess his/her influence. Our User Meta Rate UMR aims at capturing the time,

followers and following rate in addition to the user listed rate to calculate

this overall measurement as follows:

UMR = αUSY + βUFr + γUF + κUL (3.4)

where α, β, γ and κ correspond to the weights given to each term respec-

tively. USY corresponds to the User Since Years Rate, UFr corresponds to

Users Followers Rate, UF corresponds to the User Following Rate and UL

corresponds to the User Listed Rate. We calculate each of the USY , UFr and

UF as follows:

• User Since Year Rate (USY ): which depicts how long this user has been
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using this account. A user with a long period of time may have a higher

level of engagement or a larger number of connections than a user with

a new registered account, and thus this user can be more influential

than new registered user. To calculate the User Since Year Rate USY of

a certain user, we consider the number of years starting the registration

of this user over the total number of years starting Twitter platform as

follows:

USY =
Number of Years Since User Registration

Number of Years Since 2006
∗ 100 (3.5)

• User Followers Rate (UFr): Generally, the number of followers can be

considered as a key indicator for measuring the influence of a certain

user. Since we aim at minimizing irrelevance, which corresponds to

eliminating spam and fake accounts as much as possible, we use User

Followers Rate UFr in our influence calculations whereby we consider

the number followers for this particular user out of the total number of

followers in this particular event:

UFr =
User Number of Followers

Total Number of Followers for All Users
∗ 100 (3.6)

• User Following Rate UF : We calculate the User Following Rate UF in

terms of the number of followings and the total number of followings as

follows:

UF =
User Number of Followings

Total Number of Followings for All Users
∗ 100 (3.7)

The list of Rate Influencers Le is then derived based on this approach.

To obtain the overall list Lu, the two lists Le and Lt are crossed to

derived the list of influencers.
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• User Listed Rate UL:

UL =
Number of Listed Times

Total Number of Listed Times of all Users
∗ 100 (3.8)

ii) User Presence Engagement Rate (UPER): Knowing that influencers are usu-

ally active but not all active users are influencers, the engagement can be

considered as a very important factor that affects the total influence. We

develop this metric in order to quantify the productivity of a certain user.

Posting a large number of tweets is one of the key indicators about the in-

tense level of engagement of the user in this event. We consider User Presence

Engagement Rate UPER as follows:

UPER =
User Number of Tweets ∗ UER

Total Number of Tweets for All Users
(3.9)

where UER corresponds to User Engagement Rate as follows:

UER =
User Duration of Tweeting

Total Duration of Tweeting for All Users
∗ 100 (3.10)

Where we calculate User Duration of Tweeting as follows:

User Duration of Tweeting = User Last Tweet Date – User First Tweet Date

(3.11)

And we calculate the total duration of tweeting as follows:

Total Duration of Tweeting = Last Tweet Date – First Tweet Date

(3.12)

iii) User Tweet Meta Rate (UTMR): Quantifying the importance of tweet gen-

erated by a certain user is very critical in determining the influence of this

user and hence, we further define User Tweet Meta Rate UTMR in terms of
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retweets and favorites rate achieved by a certain initiated tweet as follows:

User Tweet Meta Rate = 60%(User Retweets Rate)+40%(User Favorites Rate)

(3.13)

Where we calculate the User Retweets Rate and User Favorites Rate respec-

tively as follows:

User Retweets Rate =
User Number of Retweets

Total Number of Retweets for All Users
∗ 100

(3.14)

User Favorites Rate =
User Number of Favorites

Total Number of Favorites for All Users
∗ 100

(3.15)

To calculate the influence rate, we combine UMR, UPER and UTMR as follows:

INR = w1(UMR) + w2(UPER) + w3(UTMR) ∀w ∈ [0, 1]
3∑

i=1

wi = 1 (3.16)

where w1, w2 and w3 corresponds to the weights of each of UMR, UPER and

UTMR respectively. Crossing each of the event-based model and theme-based

model leads to a list of influencers Lt
e.

3.4.2 Reputation Maximization

We further consider sampling out of selected influencers Lt
e to apply a second

step with the objective of maximizing the of selected influencers. We select a list

of influencers 1.1 (please refer to figure 3) out of the user list Lt
e Our objective is

represented as follows:

REPR = w1(INGREPr) + w2(INREPr) ∀w ∈ [0, 1]
2∑

i=1

wi = 1 (3.17)

where INGREPr corresponds to the Influencer General Reputation Rate and

INREPr corresponds to the Influencer Reputation Rate. The Influencer General

Reputation Rate INGREPr aims at capturing the reputation rate of the selected
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influencer before the occurrence of the event and thus gets a historical reputation

about this user. We calculate the INGREPr in terms of Influencer General Impact

INGIMPr and Influencer General Tweets Credibility INGtCRDr based on user

theme tweets as follows:

INGREPr = w1(INGIMPr) + w2(INGtCRDr) ∀w ∈ [0, 1]
2∑

i=1

wi = 1 (3.18)

We calculate INGIMPr and INGtCRDr as follows:

INGIMPr =
Tt ∗ Fr +Rt + Ft

Total Impact of All users
∗ 100 (3.19)

where Tt corresponds to the User Number of tweets per theme, Fr corresponds

to the Number of Followers, Rt corresponds to User Number of Retweets per

theme and Ft corresponds to User Number of Favorites per theme.

INGtCRDr =


1 ∗ (Number of user’s tweets per theme

Total Number of Tweets
) ∗ 100 if credible

0 if not credible

(3.20)

We also aim at assessing the reputation of this selected influencer in the

context of this event and hence, we further calculate the Influencer Reputation

Rate INREPr as follows:

INREPr = w1(INIMPr) + w2(INpCRDr) ∀w ∈ [0, 1]
2∑

i=1

wi = 1 (3.21)

where INIMPr corresponds to the Influencer Impact and INpCRDr corresponds

to the Influencer Profile Credibility.

where INIMPr and INpCRDr are defined as follows:

INIMPr =
Te ∗ Fre +Re + Fe

Total Impact of All users
∗ 100 (3.22)

where Te corresponds to the User Number of tweets per event, Fr corresponds to
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the Number of Followers, Re corresponds to User Number of Retweets per event

and Fe corresponds to User Number of Favorites per event.

INpCRDr =


1 ∗ (Number of user’s tweets per event

Total Number of Tweets
) ∗ 100 if credible

0 if not credible

(3.23)

3.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we discussed our proposed influencer rating joint approach, dis-

played the full approach flowchart and diagram, defined our implementation and

analysis roadmap for the next chapter, and illustrated all the mathematical mod-

els and the optimization calculations and functions that can show the complex

formation of our implemented scripts while processing and analysing datasets.
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Chapter Four

Implementation and

Experimental Results

4.1 Implementation

4.1.1 Topic Selection and Methodology Overview

The adopted selection methodology, illustrated in Figure 4 in Chapter 3, starts

by selecting the event topic and choosing its relevant hashtags and keywords that

were used to build the basic twitter search query in order to get the targeted

results.After that, the system collects one million unique tweets with all their

relevant unique user profiles. After fetching tweets and user profiles, additional

aggregations and labels were added to each tweet and/or profile which indicate a

few additional attributes and classifications.

• One million public tweets were collected using a hard-coded python script

that uses Tweepy [101]. All tweets contains at least one of the following

keywords (terms not hashtags) ”corona”, ”covid”, or ”sarscov2” which are

the most used keywords during the COVID-19 global event. After fetching

all tweets, all unique users are listed to be collected using Twitter REST

API V1 [102] access tokens in order to be analysed and classified in later

stages.
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• In order to classify tweets whether they are corona related or non corona

related tweets (context based), an ontology/lexicon of common related key-

words/terms is produced and used within the NLP entity extractor modules

in order to perform the mentioned classifications. Below are the different

lexicons used during our study to label tweets and profiles based on the NLP

results: Corona Top Used Hashtags Lexicon, Corona Social Media Context

Lexicon for Tweets, Occupation Lexicon for Grouping Users Based on their

Biographic Information, Medical Occupation Lexicon for Users and Virus

Specialty Occupation Lexicon for Users.

• After building all the mentioned lexicons, each single tweet was labeled as

”isCorona” or ”isNotCorona” tweet, and each user profile was labeled as

”isMedical” or ”isSpecialty” based on the users claimed biography informa-

tion. In addition to that, a specific occupation field was added to each user

based on their claimed biography details as well.

• An enriched dataset was next designed to help aggregating and creating

more relationships between all the data points and the available classifica-

tions. The obtained dataset is structured as the following: TweetID, Tweet-

HashtagCount, TweetFavorates, TweetRetweets, TweetMentions, Tweet-

TotalInteractions (favorites plus retweets, TweetTotalReach (based on the

number of followers for the tweet’s user), UserID, UserClaimedLocation,

UserOccupation (extracted from the user’s profile), isCoronaTweet, isMed-

icalProfileUsers, and isSpecialtyProfileUser.

4.1.2 Data Processing

We present more details about our proposed framework in Figure 3 (Chapter 3)

in the following:

1. Event Selection: In this step, we select the event parameters such as the

event, location, language, duration. We select “COVID-19” as our event
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with global location and restrict the language to English Language. Our

data was collected from Jan 25 2020 to March 20 2020 with a size equal 1

million unique tweet and 288.4 thousands unique user. (More details about

event topic selection in Figure 3 in Chapter 3)

2. Event Data Collection: This is done through querying all tweets containing

at least one of the following terms: “covid, corona, sarscov” over Twitter

public blog.

3. Event Data Cleaning and Filtering: We use GCP DataFlow and BigQuery

to manage and execute sequence of steps related to cleaning and filtering

the tweets.

4. Event Data Analysis: We utilize GCP DataFlow, BigQuery Analysis, and

custom python scripts to analyze the tweets.

5. Complex Approach Calculation: We apply the previously mentioned ap-

proach in section 4.3 in terms of calculating Influencer Rating, Classifying

Influencers, and Influencers Credibility and Impact Measurements.

6. Event Exported Datasets: We then obtain, based on the aforementioned

calculations, a dataset of 1 million unique tweets, dataset of top 1000 Influ-

encers (ordered by number of event-tweets), and a sorted list of 1000 Event

Influencers (based on the result of the INR).

7. Theme Selection: In this step, we select the theme parameters such as the

event, location, language, duration. We select “Medical, Virus” as our event

with global location and restrict the language to English Language. Our

data was collected from Oct 01 2020 to Dec 05 2020 with a size equal 850

thousands unique tweets and 401.7 thousands unique user. (More details

about theme topic selection in Figure 3 in Chapter 3)

8. Theme Data Collection: We get all tweets containing at least one of the

following keywords: “medic, virus, vaccine” over Twitter Public Blog.
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9. Theme Data Cleaning and Filtering: We use GCP DataFlow and BigQuery

to manage and execute sequence of steps related to cleaning and filtering

the tweets.

10. Theme Data Analysis: We utilize GCP DataFlow, BigQuery Analysis, and

custom python scripts to analyze the tweets.

11. Theme-based Calculations and Findings: We further, based on the men-

tioned approach in section 4.3, calculate General Influence Rates, Classify

General Influencers, and calculate activity ratios for all theme influencers.

12. Theme Exported Datasets: We then obtain, based on the aforementioned

calculations, a dataset of 1 million unique tweets, dataset of top 1000 Gen-

eral Influencers (ordered by number of followers) and a sorted list of 1000

General Influencers (based on the result of the GIR).

13. Joint Theme-Event Exported Datasets: While calculating influence rates

and maximizing reputation for the selected influencers, the following joint

theme-event datasets are obtained, a dataset of all event influencers with

maximized influence ratios after merging theme-based general influence

rates, a dataset of the selected 100 influencers with maximized reputation

ratios, and finally, a sorted dataset of 100 influencers (based on the final

Reputation Rate REPR) and this is the final exported result that contains

the top 100 influencers for the selected event

4.2 Results and Analysis

In this section, we provide different performance analysis that highlights numer-

ical evaluation. We choose COVID-19 as a main event. We should note that the

steps of data processing are presented in the previous section (Section 4.1.2). We

show results of the performance of our solution in each approach alone and then

we provide the overall findings and results
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4.2.1 Event Based Analysis

We first extract around 1 million tweets for a total number of users equal to

288,439, a total number of followers equal to 21,393,493 and a total number of

interactions equal to 36,964,431,381. The figure 6 depicts influencers in the con-

text of COVID event. As the figure shows, top influencers include EclipseMist,

evankirstel, and myamigouk with INR equal to 41.92, 37.21, and 35.27 respec-

tively.

Figure 6: Event Influencers using INR Proposed Calculations

We further in figure 7 show top 1000 influencers with their corresponding

UMR, UPER, and UTMR ratios (refer to section 4.3 for more details). The figure

illustrates the non-linear and dense relationship among those three components.

Figure 7: Top 1000 Influencers
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As the figure 7 shows, the distribution of the UMR, UPER and UTMR vary

from one user to another, recording different username for the three different

maximums. For example, UPER is maximum for user numbered 1, the UMR

is maximum for user numbered 6 and the UTMR is maximum for user num-

ber 7. This due to the fact that each user has different tweeting behavior and

characteristics.

4.2.2 Theme Based Analysis

We extract around 1 million tweets with for a total number of users equal to

391,795, a total number of followers equal to 16,973,449,114 and a total number

of interactions equal to 6,950,323. The figure 6 depicts influencers in the con-

text of COVID event. As the figure shows, top influencers include UberFacts,

V oceNaoSabiaQ, and ANI with INR equal to 335.6, 90.39 , and 83.35 respec-

tively.

Figure 8: Selecting Influencers using the General Approach

We further in figure 9 shows top 1000 influencers with their corresponding

Followers, Tcr and FFr. A non-linear relationship is also depicted when using

this approach but with less density.
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Figure 9: Top 1000 General Influencers

4.2.3 Joint Event and Theme Based Analysis

The resulting list of influencers using the joint theme and event based approach

is depicted in figure 10. As can be depicted, the GIR alone fails to capture

influencers in the context of COVID while the INR achieves a higher level of

accuracy. The figure shows further analysis on the scale of tweets achieved by

influencers captured by each of the event and theme based approaches individualy.

Selected influencers in the theme based approach reach an average of 4.54 tweet

per influencer (0.45%) which is less than that of the event based approach with

143.27 tweets per influencer (13.56%) and this signifies the impact of influencers

selected when tweeting in terms of the total number of users.
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Figure 10: List of Influencers with Joint Approach

Further, the credibility of those top influencers is measured in terms of content

credibility, profiles, virus clinical profile and company in figure 11. The percent-

age of content credibility is low in comparison with the total content released

about COVID. This shows that most influencers did not have credbile content.

Similarly, medical profiles record a low percentage in the set of influencers, this

can be due to the fact that most influencers pertain to the group of journalists

and news agencies which release information.

Figure 11: Credibility Analysis and Aggregations for Selected Influencers of Joint
Approach

4.2.4 Reputation Based Analysis

In this subsection, we compute the reputation for Top 100 influencers. Figure

12 shows the distribution of reputation for both Influencer General Reputation
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Calculation (INGEPr) and Influencer Reputation Calculation (INREPr).

Figure 12: Comparison between list of selected influencers with influencer general
reputation and Influencer Reputation Calculation

Figures 13 and14 further lists main influencers while highlighting major com-

ponents of the reputation based approach. The additional components added in

reputation.

For example, WHO, ANI, and ABS CBL news

Figure 13: List of Influencers with Reputation Maximization
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Figure 14: Multiple bar chart showing Influencers with Reputation Maximization

The figure 15 below compares the achieved credibility of top influencers be-

tween the event and theme approaches in terms of their provided content, medical

profile, virus clinical profile and company. As the figure depicts, the credibility

of event-based influencers is much higher than the credibility of theme-based

influencers at the four dimensions.

Figure 15: Credibility Analysis and Aggregations for List of Influencers with
Maximized Reputation

4.3 Discussion

In this section, we discuss the different results showed in section 4.2 while high-

lighting important aggregations and relationships. Starting from the very be-

ginning of our approach, the selection, selecting hot or trending events in social

media is basically related to those people or agents who are called users who

tweet and publish content using similar/common terminologies or hashtags and
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thus create a topic traffic and interest, later called ”Trend”. Such event might

vary between different types of social media platform ”Twitter”, ”Facebook”, ”In-

stagram”, ”YouTube”, or other platforms based on the content format, targeted

audience, and other factors. Elections, Crisis, or Protests are some of many

different types of events that might happen every day on social media. From

the mentioned details, finding event real influencers can help in understanding

different user behaviors and thus recommending different strategies and further

research enhancements and directions. In our approach, influencers are not just

those who have large numbers of followers (even if this have a high impact ratio

in general) but that does not mean that they have to be the influencers and/or

the leaders of a certain event.

After selecting and sorting out 1000 influencers from the selected event based

on their engagement (number of tweets within the selected event time-frame),

some of the names that showed at the beginning of the list continued with us and

also showed at the final exported list. While at the same time, most of the selected

1000 theme influencers based on their followers count (number of followers) that

were at the very top of the sorted list, were disappeared in the next maximization

levels, which proves that user number of followers is not necessarily a main factor

in the whole calculation. However, when calculating event influence rates, we

take into account user meta information and we also add it our calculation but

with different weights. Presence Engagement is the most important factor in

this part of calculation, which means that the engagement level of the selected

user within the event compared to all engagements by all selected users, and

this might vary a lot between users for a single event. In addition, Tweets Meta

Rate which is the level of interactions with a certain tweet is also reflects the

impact of the mentioned tweet, and thus the possible reach that it might create

between users and their networks, and that also is a primary factor within the

mentioned calculation. One more highlight in this part, is that we can clearly see

in the GIR exported results and charts in figure 9 the linear relationship between
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followers count (the sorting element) and the FF ratio for example, while there

is no relation at all with the tweeting count rate Tcr. At the same time, figure

6 shows the non-relational connection between the three calculated rates: UMR,

UPER, and UTMR which is organically true. As a conclusion, each one of the

mentioned factors has its own weight that drive the user to the top or the bottom

of the final sorted list of influencers.

Adding historical influence rate to the selected event influencers can maximize

the accuracy of the assumption, in which, in our selected case study, some of the

selected event influencers have historical general influence in similar events or at

least in the same field. That way, we can support our finding and maximize the

accuracy of the calculation (see figure 10).

At this stage, calculated event influencers with theme general influence can

still have high rates than other, while this might be the only accuracy threshhold.

To eliminate the mentioned threshhold, the reputation calculation was necessary

and important in which it combines both content and profile credibility in addition

to content and profile impact/popularity analysis within the event timeframe and

the theme timeframe (which is before the event get started). This calculation and

findings proves that highly influential theme and event users may vary upon the

credibility and impact findings, and that is exactly the truth. For instance, a

journalist who has a huge network of followers and a high level of engagement

during the event, and whom his tweets get a large number of interactions, this

user is clearly considered as an event influencer, but at the same time, this specific

user might be giving advice about COVID-19 during the event for the first time

while his profile does not match the content he provides and the event topic which

means that his profile is not credible enough to talk about the field like ”Medical”

or ”Healthcare” profiled users. So those tweets which supposed to be tweeted by

credible profiled users will have higher content credibility ratios and thus higher

profile credibility rates for their users. In this case, the final list of influencers

can change based on the reputation rate sorting (see figure 14).
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Chapter Five

Conclusion and Future Work

In this thesis, we studied the problem of influence maximization for users over

Twitter social media platform while maximizing the accuracy and minimizing ir-

relevance through a joint model combining a theme and event based models and

then we, using the list of influencers obtained, applied a maximization for repu-

tation achieved for this set of obtained influencers. We formulated the problem

in terms of different influence calculations metrics to capture the various metrics

that depicts the behavior of social media users and can be affecting the influence

of user in a certain event.

Further, this work can be leveraged in any event to obtain top influencers and

depict the credibility at multiple dimensions. Multiple questions can be answered

including but not limited to the following:

• If a user is has a very high engagement rate during the event, can this

specific user has lower reputation than other users?

• Can an influencer be considered credible in a certain event even if he did

not tweet before within the theme of the event?

• How much credible are those influencers in an event in terms of their con-

tent? profile? and historical activities?

• How we can defer between general influencers and event influencers?
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• Can an influencer who has a very large network and reach level considered

as non-influencer even if he has a good participation in the event?

• Can we consider an influencer who has a very small network of followers as

an event influencer?

• Can a user who has a very high participation or engagement level during

the event to be consider as non-influencer?

• How can we find hidden influencers in a similar event?

• How does time affect on being an influencer?

• How can this combined approach achieve a higher level of accuracy?

Moreover, we discuss further future work foreseen based on this proposed

methodology. An interesting extension for this work can be integrating intelli-

gent solutions that capture sentiment meaning in influence calculation. Using

Natural Language Processing, the influence of tweets posted by users can be also

utilized to depict the impact of each tweet that meets a certain predefined key

point indicators, and thus, we can enhance the accuracy of our influence based

approach as negative and positive tweets about users play a key role in affecting

the total influence of users. Another extension for this work could be to study

the influence of each engaged group alone such as organizations and people of dif-

ferent professions and quantify the influence of each group on certain audiences.

Moreover, an additional extension for this work is to deeply identify and find the

credible voices that can be very helpful for governments as alias to defeat fake

news and other misinformation styles that happens during similar critical event.

In addition, adding graph network analysis into this approach by applying inter-

connected relationship influence ratios my be a great enhancement in the future.

Further, we can consider more platforms to be studies in the context of a certain

event to detect influencers and achieve a higher level of accuracy.
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